Scottsdale Preparatory Academy

All-School Recommended Student Supply List 2020-2021

6th Grade

Here teachers have provided their recommendations of supplies that they believe will best serve students from the first day throughout the school year. The following, while not required, represent examples of what is useful: no particular brand is required to be purchased. Families may work from this list, or they may find it convenient to purchase one EduKit, an assembly of supplies that also helps raise money for the school.

Please also note: individual teachers may request additional supplies not listed here; if this is the case, you will receive notice from these teachers directly.

(3) 3 hole, 1 subject, spiral notebooks, college ruled, perforated
(2) 3 ring binders (for handouts) – 2” recommended or (1) Case It
(1) Package of 5 or 8 tab section dividers – for placing into 3 ring binders
(200) sheets loose-leaf paper – college ruled – for placing into binders
(2) Lined composition notebooks
(1) Solid color pocket folder
(1) Black pocket folder
(1) Pkg. lined 3 x 5 index cards (for use in many classes)
(200) sheets or (2) graph paper notebooks (perforated edge) with light lines – (Science, Math - 2 wire wrung notebook)
(1) 12” metric ruler – (Pre-algebra, Art, Science – firm, non-bendable)
(1) Protractor (angle measure)
(1) Dozen #2 Dixon Ticonderoga or Forest Choice pencils, yellow, sharpened (Art)
(6) Mechanical pencils preferred (Math)
(1) Personal pencil sharpener (no sharpeners in the rooms)
(2) Rectangular erasers (ex. pink pearl or white)
(4) Black ball-point pens – (all classes)
(4) Red ball-point pens – (Pre-Algebra, Science for making corrections)
(2) EXPO black, fine tip dry erase marker – (Pre-algebra)
(4) EXPO black, chisel tip dry erase markers – (Latin)
(1) Highlighter pens – package of 4 – (All Classes)
(1) Scientific Calculator TI-30X, TI-30XS/CALC 145 – (Pre-algebra, Physical Science)
(1) Set of 24 colored pencils – to be kept in locker until requested by teacher – (Art)
(1) Small stapler and staples
(1) Zippered pencil case to hold supplies
(1) 8.5 x 11 Hardbound sketchbook. No rings permitted. (Art)